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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new model for the combination of two or more probabilistic forecasts is presented. The

proposed combination model is based on a logit transformation of the underlying initial forecasts involving

interaction terms. The combination aims at approximating the ideal calibration of the forecasts, which is

shown to be calibrated, and to maximize the sharpness. The proposed combination model is applied to two

precipitation forecasts, Ensemble-MOS and RadVOR, which were developed by Deutscher Wetterdienst.

The proposed combinationmodel shows significant improvements in various forecast scores for all considered

lead times compared to both initial forecasts. In particular, the proposed combination model is calibrated,

even if both initial forecasts are not calibrated. It is demonstrated that the method enables a seamless tran-

sition between both initial forecasts across several lead times to be created. Moreover, the method has been

designed in such a way that it allows for fast updates in nearly real time.

1. Introduction

In many situations, it is possible to have access

to several probabilistic forecasts of the same event

(Clemen 1989; Graham 1996; Ariely et al. 2000;

Winkler and Poses 1993). As these forecasts might be

provided by independent models, nonnegligible dif-

ferences can be observed. It is then necessary to find a

combination of all forecasts for decision makers.

Keeping the probabilistic forecast that performs best

for some specific scores, thus dropping the others, is

not an optimal choice. It is sometimes worth keeping

the information of relatively poor probabilistic fore-

casts regarding these same specific scores, provided

there is some degree of statistical independence be-

tween the forecasts.

Recently, the rise of artificial neural networks (ANN)

formakingpredictions in various fields has also emphasized

the power of forecast combination techniques. It can be

observed for various Kaggle challenges (Pavlyshenko

2018) that the most performant ANN architectures

(i.e., having the highest generalization capability) are

actually aggregations of several individual ones (Chollet

2017). In the field of weather forecasting, the perfor-

mance of aggregationmethods has long been investigated

and highlighted (Sanders 1963; Bosart 1975; Vislocky and

Fritsch 1995; Baars and Mass 2005; Hamill et al. 2008;

Ranjan and Gneiting 2010; Gneiting and Ranjan 2013).

It is therefore legitimate to wonder whether there is an

efficient strategy to aggregate probabilistic forecasts in

order to capture most of the relevant features of the

individual ones.

Several methods for combining probabilistic forecasts

have been proposed in the literature. They either

combine subjective forecasts made by meteorologists

or objective ones from numerical weather prediction

(NWP) models. Most of these techniques rely on a

linearly weighted average of the probabilistic forecasts.

For example, Sanders (1963) has suggested the use of
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the equally weighted average of 12 subjective probabi-

listic forecasts as a combination method. In this case

study, it has been shown that this new aggregated

probabilistic forecast had a positive Brier skill score

relative to the climatological forecast, but, more sur-

prisingly, relative to the best forecaster of the group as

well. Vislocky and Fritsch (1995) investigated the aver-

age of two postprocessed [with a model output statistics

(MOS) method] objective forecasts derived from two

different high-resolution models. They concluded that

the combination product had a higher skill than the two

individual MOS forecasts, allowing one to provide reli-

able forecasts for higher lead times regarding tempera-

ture, wind speed, probability of cloud and precipitation

amount. Other works related to a linearly weighted

average aggregation of probabilistic forecasts include

Winkler et al. (1977), Gyakum (1986), Baars and Mass

(2005), and Hamill et al. (2008).

Ranjan and Gneiting (2010) have proved that a lin-

early weighted combination of distinct probabilistic

forecasts is not the best combination strategy. In general

it leads to uncalibrated forecasts, regardless of whether

the underlying individual forecasts are calibrated or not.

This important theoretical result does not state that

such a combination would necessarily decrease the

forecast skill of the combined forecasts below the fore-

cast skill of the initial forecasts, but rather that it is

suboptimal and can potentially be improved by using a

nonlinear transformation instead. Thus, it does not

contradict the other empirical results described in the

previous paragraph. As a consequence, Ranjan and

Gneiting (2010) suggested a beta-transformed linearly

weighted combination of several forecasts. Their nu-

merical results have highlighted some significant im-

provements in the reliability and sharpness of the

forecasts compared to the classic linearly weighted av-

erage. The beta-transformed linearly weighted combi-

nation has later been adapted in Bassetti et al. (2018) for

the combination of predictive probability distributions.

For a comparison of methods for the combination of

predictive distributions see Baran and Lerch (2018).

FollowingRanjan andGneiting’s work, the goal of the

present paper is twofold: 1) to give another theoretical

interpretation of calibrated and sharp combined prob-

abilistic forecasts, and 2) to propose a nonlinear com-

bination that enables one to significantly increase the

forecast quality for a dichotomous event. The dichoto-

mous event considered in this paper is that of precipi-

tation above 0.1mmh21. The suggestedmodel is applied

to two forecasts (called Ensemble-MOS and RadVOR)

developed byDeutscherWetterdienst (DWD),Germany’s

National Meteorological Service. Ensemble-MOS is a

short-term probabilistic forecast (up to 21h), while

RadVOR provides predictions for up to 2h. Generally,

RadVOR has better forecast scores for very short lead

times, whereas for longer lead times Ensemble-MOS

forecasts are preferably used. The proposed combina-

tionmodel is aimed at capturing most information of the

two initial forecasts while achieving a seamless transi-

tion between both precipitation forecasts across several

lead times, see Bowler et al. (2006), Golding (1998), and

Kober et al. (2012).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In

section 2, the Ensemble-MOS and RadVOR forecast

data are described. A method is proposed for the

transformation of the deterministic RadVOR fore-

casts into point probabilities, see Theis et al. (2005).

Moreover, rain gauge adjusted radar precipitation

measurements are presented as they are used for vali-

dation purposes. In section 3, the notions of calibration

and sharpness are defined. Some theoretical consider-

ations on calibrated and sharp probabilistic forecasts are

also presented. In section 4, our model is described for

the combination of two probabilistic forecasts. Then, in

section 5, the proposed model is numerically validated.

Finally, in section 6 it is shown that the developed

method can also be applied to the combination of so-

called area probabilities. The paper closes with a con-

clusion and an outlook to some future developments in

section 7.

2. Data

a. Ensemble-MOS

Ensemble-MOS of DWD is a model output statistics

(MOS) system specialized for the optimization and

calibration of probabilistic forecasts based on ensemble

systems. In this paper it is applied to COSMO-DE-EPS,

the ensemble system of the high-resolution convection-

permitting model COSMO-DE of DWD. Ensemble

products as mean and standard deviation for a set of

model fields are used as predictors in multiple linear and

logistic regressions against conventional synoptic ob-

servations including rain gauges, especially for precipi-

tation forecasts. Ensemble-MOS forecasts based on

5 years of training data (2011–15) were used in order to

provide precipitation forecasts from May to July 2016

with lead times from 1 to 21h on a 20km 3 20km grid.

b. RadVOR

1) DETERMINISTIC FORECASTS

DWD runs an operational quantitative precipitation

estimation (QPE) system, called RADOLAN (Weigl

and Winterrath 2010). The DWD radar network
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provides the basis for optimized national composites of

current radar reflectivities to be generated on a 5-min

update cycle. RADOLAN then combines empirical

Z–R relationships with real-time rainfall gauge mea-

surements from the synoptic station network to yield a

calibrated best estimate of current rainfall rates.

For the purposes of providing forecasts and warnings

of potential heavy rainfall on nowcasting time scales,

DWD has developed a follow-on operational system,

called RadVOR (Winterrath et al. 2012), which gives

quantitative rainfall forecasts (QPF) for the next 2 h

with an update cycle of 5min. The rainfall estimates

fromRADOLAN are extrapolated forward in time with

the aid of an optimized rainfall displacement vector

field. This field is calculated via a mapping of precipi-

tation patterns in successive image data, taking different

spatial motion scales into account and using satellite

motion vectors to add stability, for example in areas

where no precipitation is present. RadVOR provides

moving rainfall estimates in 5-min forecast steps on a

1 km3 1km grid over the whole territory of Germany as

well as summing up rainfall totals for the first and second

forecast hours.

2) TRANSFORMATION OF DETERMINISTIC

FORECASTS TO PROBABILISTIC FORECASTS

A method is outlined to convert the deterministic

RadVOR forecasts to hourly point probabilities on the

same grid as the Ensemble-MOS forecasts in order to

unify the format of both forecasts.

(i) Aggregation of RadVOR forecasts in time

While Ensemble-MOS provides predictions for time

intervals of 60min, RadVOR has a forecast interval of

5-min length. To unify the forecast lengths, all RadVOR

forecasts within 1 h are aggregated by summation.

The result is a deterministic prediction of precipitation

amounts for one complete hour.

Recall that in this paper lead times up to 16 h are

considered, although RadVOR only produces forecasts

up to12 h. Thus, when determining RadVOR forecasts

for lead times above 12 h, the last available 5-min pre-

diction is inserted repeatedly. This means that for pe-

riods with a lead time between12 and13 h, some of the

5-min predictions are identical. Aggregated predictions

for periods with a lead time larger than 13h are all

identical and consist of the sum of 12 identical 5-min

predictions. It is to be expected that this approach

(compared to an aggregation of 12 different 5-min in-

tervals) leads to concentrated peaks of precipitation and

therefore leads to a biased forecast.

It has been tested how well the hourly forecasts would

perform if the last 12 available 5-min forecasts would be

used repeatedly instead for higher lead times. This al-

ternative approach leads to a smaller bias of 20.005 for

lead times from12 to16 h, but the Brier skill score and

the reliability are significantly worse.

It should be noted that the development of a more

sophisticated transformation from deterministic to

probabilistic forecasts is outside the scope of this paper.

The transformed RadVOR forecast merely serves as

uncalibrated initial forecast for the proposed combina-

tion method. Furthermore, the decision to consider lead

times longer than12 h was made once it turned out that

the combination of both forecasts is feasible for up

to16 h. The RadVOR forecast still holds some valuable

information for higher lead times, even if a persistence-

based extrapolation for up to16 h seems not completely

satisfactory from a meteorological perspective.

(ii) Local averaging

To transform the hourly aggregated RadVOR

forecasts into probabilistic weather forecasts, a similar

approach as in Theis et al. (2005) is used. Recall that

Ensemble-MOS predicts the likelihood that precipita-

tion at a certain point within an hour exceeds a given

threshold. In the present paper forecasts for the

threshold of 0.1mm are considered. To transform the

aggregated RadVOR forecasts accordingly, the predicted

hourly precipitation amounts are binarized for the thresh-

old 0.1mm. Thismeans that precipitation amounts equal or

larger than 0.1mm are set equal to 1, while precipitation

amounts below this threshold are set equal to 0. Let V(r0)
denote this binarized value for a grid point r0 2 R0 on the

1km 3 1km grid R0 and let R denote the 20km 3 20km

grid. Finally, aweighted averageV(r) of thebinarized values

is calculated for each r 2 R using the following formula:

V(r)5
1

�
r02R0

w(r, r0)
�
r02R0

w(r, r0)V(r0), (1)

with weights w(r, r0) 5 jjr 2 r0jj21.75, where jj�jj is the
Euclidean distance. The exponent 21.75 has been cho-

sen empirically from the set {21,21.25, . . . ,22.75,23},

because it achieved the best reliability for the lead

time 11 h. The resulting average is considered as the

probability for the exceedance of 0.1mm of precipita-

tion. Since the influence of V(r0) on V(r) becomes neg-

ligible for larger distances between r and r0, only grid

points with jjr 2 r0jj # 50km are considered.

c. Calibrated hourly radar measurements

To validate the results obtained in in this paper, rain

gauge adjusted radar precipitation measurements are

used. The measurements were made by the German op-

erational radar networkofDWD(Winterrath et al. 2012),
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which covers Germany with 16 radar sites that provide

scans in intervals of 5min.

The rate of precipitation is derived by transforming

the measured radar reflectivities based on empiri-

cal reflectivity–precipitation rate (Z–R) relationships,

whereas 0.1mmh21 of precipitation is the minimum

amount that can be detected. To improve accuracy, the

precipitation amounts are adjusted according to the

measurements of about 1300 rain gauges that are lo-

cated at meteorological measurement sites. Finally,

pixel artifacts, which may occur in radar scans, are re-

moved by a clutter filter as proposed byWinterrath and

Rosenow (2007).

3. Mathematical background

Let (V, F , P) be some abstract probability space

(i.e., V is a nonempty set describing all possible states

of a certain system, F a is s-algebra of subsets ofV, and

P is a probability measure on F ). For instance,V can be

the set of all possible meteorological scenarios for a

given region.

a. Self-calibration as an optimal combination
approach

Let P be a continuous random variable taking values

in the unit interval [0, 1], and Y be a dichotomous ran-

dom variable taking as values 1 with probability q and 0

with probability 1 2 q, where 0 # q # 1. The random

variable P represents a probabilistic forecast for the

event Y 5 1 (i.e., that the amount of precipitation ex-

ceeds the threshold T 5 0.1mm).

In this paper, the probabilistic forecast P is said to be

calibrated if

P(Y5 1jP)5E(YjP)5P . (2)

Here P(Y5 1jP) denotes the conditional probability

that the event Y 5 1 occurs, given the probabilistic

forecast P. Analogously, E(YjP) denotes the conditional
expectation of Y given P. This notion of calibration

means that the information delivered by the probabilistic

forecastP is reliable, see alsoMurphy andWinkler (1977,

1987). A direct consequence of Eq. (2) is that on average

the forecast provides the probability of appearance of the

event Y 5 1 [i.e., E(Y)5P(Y5 1)5E(P)].

If P is uncalibrated, then

f (P)5E(YjP) 6¼P , (3)

where f is an unknown deterministic function. Besides,

from basic properties of conditional expectation, the

random variable f(P) is itself calibrated (see appendix

A for some mathematical background). Naturally,

f(P) is called the self-calibrated version of P. More

generally, if P1, . . . , Pn are n probabilistic fore-

casts, then

f (P
1
, . . . ,P

n
)5E(YjP

1
, . . . ,P

n
) (4)

is the self-calibrated version of the aggregation of the

n probabilistic forecasts.

The notion of calibration is an important property

that a probabilistic forecast should exhibit. However,

the notion of calibration is not sufficient for charac-

terizing the skill of a forecast. For example, the cli-

matological forecast P, which predicts the average

probability of precipitation only, is perfectly calibrated

but not a useful prediction. Therefore, assuming cali-

bration, the notion of sharpness makes it possible to

discriminate the useful informative forecasts (Gneiting

et al. 2007).

The sharpness is defined as the variance Var(P) of

the forecast P and corresponds to the dispersion of the

forecast from the forecast average. The sharper a

forecast, the more P takes values close to 0 and 1;

hence, the higher the variance. Note that sharpness

alone is not a measure for forecast quality, since

sharpness is only a property of the distribution of the

predicted probabilities but is not affected by how ac-

curate these probabilities are.

The self-calibrated version f(P) of P is the most sharp

probabilistic forecast among all calibrated ones that

depend on P in the sense that it is the solution of

f (P)5 argmax
g2G

Var[g(P)] ,

such that:E[Yjg(P)]5 g(P) , (5)

where G is the set of deterministic functions g: [0, 1] /
[0, 1] such that g(P) is a well-defined random variable.

The proof of Eq. (5) is given in appendix B. This re-

sult generalizes naturally for the self-calibrated version

f(P1, . . . , Pn) of several probabilistic forecasts P1, . . . ,

Pn. Note that in Ranjan and Gneiting (2010) it has been

proven that a linear combination of n forecasts given by

g(P1, . . . , Pn)5w1P1 1 � � � 1wnPn, where w1, . . . , wn

are some weights, lacks calibration and sharpness com-

pared to the self-calibrated version of the forecasts. Our

approach is more general in that it combines the initial

forecasts in a nonlinear way and considers interactions

between them.

Another fundamental property of the self-calibrated

version of probabilistic forecasts is that it is the best

approximation of Y with respect to the L2-norm:

f (P
1
, . . . ,P

n
)5 argmin

Z iss(P1,...,Pn)2measurable

E[(Z2Y)2] . (6)
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This property is due to the fact that the conditional ex-

pectation is the orthogonal projection of Y on the space

of s(P1, . . . , Pn)-measurable random variables, where

s(P1, . . . ,Pn) is the sub s-algebra of F generated by the

random variables P1, . . . , Pn. Equation (6) means that f

minimizes the expected Brier score (see section 5) and

also any strictly proper scoring rule as proven by Ranjan

and Gneiting (2010).

For all of these reasons, the self-calibrated version

of any set of probabilistic forecasts is the best com-

bination method to employ. However, in general the

self-calibrated version f of forecasts is unknown and

therefore intractable: in practice it is not possible to

have a closed-form formula for the function f (only the

existence is ensured). Therefore, some parametric as-

sumptions are usually made on f.

b. Parametric types of combination

The most commonly used approximation of f is the

linear pool fLP defined by

f
LP
(P

1
, . . . ,P

n
)5w

1
P
1
1 � � � 1w

n
P
n
, (7)

where the weights w1, . . . , wn are such that 0 # wi # 1

and w1 1 � � � 1wn 5 1. This type of combination has

been widely investigated in the literature, see Baars and

Mass (2005), Bosart (1975), Genest and McConway

(1990), and Clemen andWinkler (1999). However, it has

been shown by Ranjan and Gneiting (2010) that the

linear pool is not optimal, even if the underlying fore-

casts are assumed to be calibrated (see Theorem 1 in

their paper).

This is why Ranjan and Gneiting (2010) proposed a

more complex parametric approximation as a combi-

nation model. They used a nonlinear transformation of

the linear pool, denoted by fBLP, where

f
BLP

(P
1
, . . . ,P

n
)5H

a,b
[f

LP
(P

1
, . . . ,P

n
)]. (8)

The function Ha,b in Eq. (8) is the cumulative distribu-

tion function of the beta distribution with shape pa-

rameters a . 0 and b . 0 defined by

H
a,b

(x)5

ðx
0

ta21(12 t)b21
dt, for all x 2 [0, 1]. (9)

It has been shown empirically in Ranjan and Gneiting

(2010) that this nonlinear transformation increases the

reliability and the sharpness of the combined forecast

compared to the linear pool and all initial forecasts

P1, . . . , Pn.

In the present study, a new type of approximation

is proposed for the self-calibrated version of two

probabilistic forecasts that leads to a reliable and

sharp forecast as highlighted in section 5. The ap-

proximation is based on the logistic transformation

of a nonlinear combination of the underlying initial

probabilistic forecasts with some interaction terms.

This approximation of f is described in detail in the

next section.

4. Generalized logit combination

The approximation of a conditional expectation of a

dichotomous random variable Y given a set of pre-

dictors P1, . . . , Pn is often achieved with a so-called

logit model (or logistic regression). In the literature,

this model has been used for MOS methods in order

to postprocess ensemble members returned by a

probabilistic forecast (Hamill et al. 2008; Wilks 2009;

Ben Bouallègue 2013). In the present paper, a more

general version of the logit model is proposed to

approximate the self-calibrated version of a set of

probabilistic forecasts. More specifically, the approxi-

mation is explicitly detailed for the combination of two

probabilistic forecasts that generally give different

predictions.

a. Logit combination with triangular functions

Given a set of predictors P1, . . . , Pn, the standard logit

model is given as follows:

f
L
(P

1
, . . . ,P

n
)5s

�
a1�

n

i51

b
i
P
i

�
, (10)

where s(x) 5 1/[11 exp(2x)] is the sigmoid function

and the coefficients a and b1, . . . , bn are some model

parameters. Note that a is usually called the intercept of

the model.

The initial forecasts Pi are not necessarily well cali-

brated. In such a situation, the standard combination

model given by Eq. (10) may lead to an uncalibrated

forecast as the sigmoid function of the simple linear pool

is not flexible enough to compensate for the possible

underestimation and overestimation of the Pi’s (see

Fig. 1 for an example of deviations). To mitigate these

effects, each probabilistic forecast Pi is split into several

predictors f0(Pi), . . . , fm(Pi), where the functions f0,

f1, . . . , fm are given by

f
j
(x)5max

�
0, 12m

����x2 j

m

����
�
, x 2 [0, 1], (11)

for all j 2 {0, 1, . . . , m}. These functions are called tri-

angular functions. In Fig. 2 a set of triangular functions is

shown for m 5 5. Noticing that f0(x)1 � � � 1fm(x)5 1

for all x 2 [0, 1], the intercept coefficient becomes
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unnecessary and the logit model of Eq. (10) transforms

into a more flexible model fLT(P1, . . . , Pn) based on the

triangular functions f0, . . . , fm:

f
LT
(P

1
, . . . ,P

n
)5s

�
�
n

i51
�
m

051

b
ij
f
j
(P

i
)

�
. (12)

For example, for n 5 1, the logit combination model

stated in Eq. (12) takes the following form:

f
LT
(P

1
)5s[w

0
f

0
(P

1
)1 � � � 1w

m
f
m
(P

1
)] , (13)

wherew1, . . . ,wm are some parameters and the family of

triangular functions f0, f1, . . . , fm is constructed such a

way that the expression w0f0(P1)1 � � � 1wmfm(P1)

can be considered to be a piecewise linear interpolation

between the points (0/m, w0), (1/m, w1), . . . , (m/m, wm),

which transforms the values of P1 accordingly. In this

way, the model given in Eq. (13) is able to compensate

over and underestimations for different values of P1 at

the same time.

b. Interaction terms

Consider the case of two initial probabilistic forecasts

P1 and P2. Let m be the chosen number of triangular

functions. Figure 3 shows the effects of single triangular

functions on the output of the combination model. The

output of the combination model fLT for the crossing

points (0.1, 0.1), (0.1, 0.8), (0.5, 0.1) and (0.5, 0.8) in the

bottom-left subplot is fully determined by the coeffi-

cients of the four triangular functions. While there are

four points and four coefficients, it is generally impos-

sible to find a set of coefficients such that the model

output for these four points matches with an arbitrary

set of four probabilities (i.e., the model can choose the 4

coefficients so that the probabilities of only 3 of the

4 points are correctly predicted). See appendix C for a

FIG. 1. Reliability diagrams of the considered (initial and combined) probabilistic forecasts for all considered locations and for three

lead times (11, 13, 16 h). The superimposed bar plots show the empirical distribution of the forecast values over the unit interval. The

x axis represents the forecast probability and the y axis the observed relative frequency. The upper and lower ends of the gray band

correspond to the 95%and 5%quantiles of the reliability diagrams for single locations to quantify the calibration of each forecastmodel at

single locations.
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proof. To be able to make correct predictions for all four

points, the model needs more degrees of freedom. For

this, some interactions terms of the forecasts P1 and P2

are considered, which consist of the four functions g1, g2,

g3, g4 defined on [0, 1]2 by

g
1
(p

1
,p

2
)5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
1
p
2

p
,

g
2
(p

1
,p

2
)5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(12 p

1
)p

2

q
,

g
3
(p

1
,p

2
)5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
1
(12 p

2
)

q
, and

g
4
(p

1
, p

2
)5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(12 p

1
)(12 p

2
)

q

for p1, p2 2 [0, 1].

Keeping the triangular functions considered in Eq. (12)

and incorporating the interactions terms leads to the

following generalized logit combination model:

f
LTI

(P
1
,P

2
)5s

(
�
2

i51
�
m

j50

a
ij
f

j
(P

i
)1�

4

i51
�
m

j50

b
ij
f

j
[g

i
(P

1
,P

2
)]

)
,

(14)

where aij and bij are somemodel parameters. Thus, there

are 6(m 11) parameters to be fitted.

In the upper-right subplot of Fig. 3 three triangular

functions for g1 are depicted. The triangular func-

tions of the interaction terms allow the model to

choose coefficients for the case when the two fore-

casts P1 and P2 predict both high probabilities (for

g1), low probabilities (for g4), or make diverging

predictions (for g2 and g3), namely the four corners

of [0, 1]2.

It has to be emphasized that the model given in

Eq. (14) creates a fine-tuned combination between P1

and P2 with interaction terms, but also enables to be

corrected systematic unreliable forecasts as a MOS

method would do. A numerical validation of the com-

bination model proposed in Eq. (14) is performed in the

next section.

5. Numerical validation

In this section, the performance of the combination

model proposed in Eq. (14) is analyzed using sev-

eral validation scores. In particular, the model given

in Eq. (14) is compared to the initial probabilistic

forecasts (RadVOR and Ensemble-MOS) and also

to the standard logit combination model fL given

in Eq. (10).

a. Validation scores

Various forecast scores can be used in order to assess

the accuracy and the skill of a forecast (Wilks 2006). The

following validation scores are considered in this paper:

bias, Brier score, Brier skill score, reliability, and reli-

ability diagram.

1) BIAS

The bias of a probabilistic forecast P is defined as the

expected difference between the forecast P and the di-

chotomous random variable Y with E(Y)5 q:

bias(P)5E(P2Y)5E(P)2q . (15)

An accurate precipitation forecast P makes predictions

with a bias close to 0, which indicates that the occurrence

of rain is neither overestimated nor underestimated on

average. As already mentioned in section 3, a calibrated

forecast P is necessarily unbiased.

2) BRIER SCORE AND BRIER SKILL SCORE

The Brier score (BS) is given by the expected squared

error between the forecast P and the dichotomous ran-

dom variable Y:

BS(P)5E[(P2Y)2] . (16)

It is a measure of accuracy that is sensitive to strong

deviations of given forecasts to their actually observed

counterparts.

Furthermore, in order to assess the skill of a forecast,

the Brier skill score (BSS) is often used. It is based on a

comparison of the Brier score of the forecast and the one

of a reference forecast Pref used as a benchmark:

FIG. 2. Six triangular functions for m 5 5.
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BSS(P)5 12
BS(P)

BS(P
ref
)
.

In this paper, the averagePref5 q for the selected period

of May–July 2016 of the occurrence of precipitation

exceeding the threshold 0.1mm is considered as a ref-

erence forecast. Note that if the Brier score of the

forecast is lower than that of the reference forecast, then

the Brier skill score is positive. In this case, the proposed

forecast is considered to be skillful.

3) RELIABILITY AND RELIABILITY DIAGRAM

The reliability score is considered as a measure of

conditional bias. Assume that for the probabilistic

forecast n predictions p1, . . . , pn are available, which

correspond to n observations y1, . . . , yn of the consid-

ered event. Denote by B1, . . . , BI a partition of the unit

interval [0, 1] into I subintervals. Each partition com-

ponent Bi contains Ni values of forecasts pk. These

forecast values correspond to the observations of the

event yk. By pi the average of the forecasts within Bi is

denoted and by yi the relative frequency of the events

that correspond to the forecasts within Bi:

p
i
5

1

N
i

�
k2Bi

p
k
, (17)

y
i
5

1

N
i

�
k2Bi

y
k
. (18)

Then, the reliability is defined as

Rel
I
(P)5

1

n
�
I

i51

N
i
(p

i
2 y

i
)2 . (19)

FIG. 3. Exemplary effect of single triangular functions on the output of the combination

model. For these plots, most of the coefficients are set to zero, except for a few, to highlight

the shape and the interplay between single triangular functions. The color indicates the

predicted probability by the combination model for pairs of initial forecasts. Since it holds for

the sigmoid function that s(0) 5 0.5, the area unaffected by the triangular functions with

nonzero coefficients is green. (top left) Two triangular functions of Ensemble-MOS with

coefficients21 and 2. (top right) Three triangular functions of g1 with coefficients21, 1 and 3.

(bottom left) Interplay between two triangular functions of Ensemble-MOS and RadVOR

each. (bottom right) Interplay between triangular functions from the bottom-left and

top-right plot.
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The reliability diagram is the graphical representa-

tion of the (pk, yk) pairs. The deviation of the reliability

diagram from the first bisector of the axes is a quali-

tative visualization of the reliability. For a quantitative

assessment, each reliability diagram is enclosed in a

band. The upper and lower end of the band are the 95%

and 5% quantiles of the reliability diagrams for single

locations.

FIG. 4. Comparison of validation scores for different combinations of hyperparameters for the lead times 11, 13 and 16 h. The

hyperparameters used for the results presented in this paper (h5 0.0005,m5 10) are marked with a dot. Note that the color bars are not

linear and that the absolute value of the bias is shown.
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b. Training and testing procedure

For the validation results presented in this section,

each forecast has been trained and tested using a

rolling-origin with reoptimization scheme initially pro-

posed by Armstrong and Grohman (1972). During this

procedure, the model is updated with new training data

for each hourly step of the time series in chronological

order. The point in time T, until which the model has

been trained, is called the forecasting origin and rep-

resents the current time in an operational scenario. The

forecasting origin splits the data into available data

from the past (training set) and unavailable data from

the future (the test set). For each training step, the

forecasting origin is moved 1 h forward in time and the

model is updated with the new data that became

available for training. The update means that the op-

timization procedure is run with the new available data.

At the forecasting origin T, the model makes predic-

tions for the future time interval [T 1 L 2 1, T 1 L],

where L is the chosen lead time in hours. The fore-

casting originT is rolled over untilT1L#M, whereM

is the final time of the dataset. As the forecast quality of

the initial forecasts (here RadVOR and Ensemble-

MOS) are likely to depend on the lead times, each

model has been trained independently for the consid-

ered lead times. Therefore, it is possible to assess the

accuracy and the skill of the combination model with

respect to the lead times.

The rolling-origin with reoptimization approach

enables us to have more testing data when the dataset

is not too large and quantify the amount of data re-

quired for the training (Tashman 2000). The next

section provides the results of an experimental study

of the training procedure for the proposed combina-

tion model fLTI in Eq. (14).

c. Evaluation of the fitted model

Before fitting the model to a given dataset, two im-

portant parameters, called hyperparameters, need to

be fixed:

1) the learning rate h used in the optimization algo-

rithm for updating the model parameters, where

the so-called stochastic gradient descent algorithm is

considered in the present paper, see also Bottou

(2010). The learning rate determines the magnitude

of change of the parameters in each training step: a

too high learning rate value may cause the algorithm

to miss the global minimum (or a desirable local

minimum), but a too small value may result in the

algorithm taking long to converge or even getting

stuck in an undesirable local minimum (see also

Goodfellow et al. (2016) for further details),

2) the number m of triangular functions f1, . . . , fm for

the proposed combination model.

In Fig. 4 the effect of h andm on the validation scores

is shown. It seems that models with a higher number of

triangular functions also require a higher learning rate.

However, there does not seem to be a combination of

hyperparameters that is superior to all others, especially

if the same set of hyperparameters is chosen for all lead

times. For the results presented in this paper, the hy-

perparameters of the model fLTI have been set to h 5
0.0005 andm5 10, which performwell for all considered

forecast scores and all considered lead times. While

there are other hyperparameter configurations with a

similar performance, it has to be taken into account that

the number of model weights increases with an increase

of m and therefore should be chosen as low as possible.

For the standard logit combination model fL the ap-

propriate learning rate h has been determined in a

FIG. 5. (top) Precipitation probabilities predicted by the fitted combination model fLTI for the months of June and July 2016 for pairs of

initial forecasts. (bottom)Average observed probability of precipitation for pairs of RadVOR/Ensemble-MOS forecasts for themonths of

June and July 2016. Initial forecast pairs, which occur less than 50 times, are left blank.
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FIG. 6. Evolution of bias, Brier skill score, reliability, and sharpness of the considered (initial and combined) probabilistic forecasts with

respect to various lead times. The boxplot diagrams show the behavior of the daily averages of the scores and the continuous lines the

averages over all locations and time periods. The x axis represents the lead times of the forecasts and the y axis the score values.
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similar way, by comparing the Brier skill scores for dif-

ferent learning rates, where h 5 0.0025 performed best

for short lead times, h 5 0.001 for the midrange lead

times and h 5 0.0005 for long lead times. Since the dif-

ferences were not significant (below 0.001), h 5 0.001

was chosen for all lead times.

Once the hyperparameters were fixed, the models

were fitted to the data using the rolling-origin with

reoptimization procedure (see section 5b). Figure 5 vi-

sualizes the output of the fitted model fLTI and the

corresponding observed probabilities. Notice that the

proposed combination model gives more significance

to forecasts provided by RadVOR for short lead times,

while Ensemble-MOS is given more emphasis for lon-

ger lead times. This is in accordance with the validation

scores since the RadVOR forecasts perform better

than Ensemble-MOS forecasts at shorter lead times

and worse for the longer lead times (see Figs. 6 and 1).

Figure 7 depicts the distribution of the parameters aij
and bij of the fitted combination model fLTI introduced

in Eq. (14) for the months of June (in red) and July (in

blue) with violin plots. In this model, the initial proba-

bilistic forecasts P1 and P2 (based on Ensemble-MOS

and RadVOR) are split into 11 triangular functions

f0, . . . ,f10, resulting in 11 parameters for eachprobabilistic

forecast. Also, each interaction term g1, g2, g3 and g4 is

decomposed into 11 triangular functions. For each value

x 2 {0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1} on the x axis, there is a triangular

function f, with f(x)5 1, the corresponding parameter

of which is depicted at x in Fig. 7. For example for the

value x 5 0 regarding the RadVOR column, the violin

plots in blue and red, respectively (red), can be seen as

the influence of RadVOR predictions close to the value

x 5 0 on the combination model for the month of June

and July. For the lead time 11 h the RadVOR param-

eters range from 22 to 11.5, while the Ensemble-MOS

parameters are between 20.5 and 0.5. Therefore, the

predictions based on RadVOR have a larger influ-

ence on the combined forecast. With increasing lead

times, Ensemble-MOS parameters spread out further

and RadVOR parameters move closer to 0. These ob-

servations are consistent with those made regarding

Fig. 5. Moreover, the parameters for Ensemble-MOS

and g1 at x5 1 are close to zero because Ensemble-MOS

made almost no predictions close to 1 (see the bar plots

in Fig. 1 and data plots in Fig. 5). Therefore, these pa-

rameters get seldomly updated and stay close to 0. It is

notable that most parameters show a similar distribution

for both months of June and July. Data for the month of

May has been omitted due to the warm-up period at the

FIG. 7. Distribution of the time-dependent parameters aij and bij for each triangular function of the model fLTI for June (red) and July

(blue) for lead times 11, 13 and 16 h.
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beginning of the training, which leads to different pa-

rameter distributions forMay in comparison to June and

July. Also, it can be seen that the variance of the pa-

rameter distribution increases for longer lead times.

This is probably due to increased forecast errors in the

initial forecasts. Note that if all 11 weights of a predictor

are arranged on a line, then the triangular functions

mimic the behavior of a standard logit combination

model with one parameter for each initial predictor.

However, the ability to choose parameters in a non-

linear way leads to a more general and flexible

combination model.

The interaction terms g1 and g4 take values close to 1

if both initial forecasts agree. In Fig. 7 it can be seen that

if both initial forecasts predict precipitation, g1 further

increases the predicted probability of the model, while if

both initial forecasts predict no precipitation, g4 de-

creases the predicted probability further. g2 takes values

close to 1 if Ensemble-MOS predicts no precipita-

tion, but RadVOR does. For lower lead times, when

RadVOR has a high forecast skill, g2 further increases

the predicted probability of the model. For higher lead

times and a lower forecast skill of RadVOR, the weights

of g2 move closer to zero. Similarly the slope of g3
changes with increasing lead time according to which of

the initial forecasts has a higher forecast skill.

The bias, Brier skill score, reliability, and sharpness of

the initial forecast, of the standard logit combination

model fL and of the proposed combination model fLTI
are shown in Fig. 6. The boxplot diagrams represent the

variability of the daily scores depending on lead time.

They measure the consistency of the probabilistic fore-

casts from day-to-day predictions: the wider a boxplot

diagram is, the less consistent is the model. The con-

tinuous lines represent the validation scores over all

locations and points in time of the dataset. Note that the

Brier skill score of 3 months is not equal to the average

daily Brier skill score, which is more sensitive to days

with a low Brier skill score. The overall scores for the

combination model fLTI are significantly better than

those for the initial probabilistic forecasts with respect

to the Brier skill score and the reliability. Ensemble-

MOS shows little increasing bias, RadVOR a negative

bias of 22% and the combination models are almost

perfect for the 3 month average. Moreover, the daily

predictions of the proposed model are more consistent

than the initial forecasts. Besides, the proposed combi-

nation model preserves the sharpness for short lead

times, but decreases it for longer lead times. Notice that

all the scores of fLTI are also improved compared to the

standard logit combination model. To see the effect of

interaction terms on the validation scores, the forecasts

FIG. 8. Average bias for single locations for the lead times from 11 to 16 h. Locations with a bias above 0.05 are shown in violet.
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have been combined with a model of type fLT, which

extends the logistic regression model fL with triangular

functions only. The results show that fLTI compared to

fLT (not shown here) has improved bias, reliability and

sharpness.

Reliability diagrams are shown for these probabilistic

forecasts in Fig. 1. The histograms represent the em-

pirical distributions of the probabilistic forecasts. It

seems that the combination model fLTI is significantly

more reliable for all lead times compared to the initial

probabilistic forecasts and to the standard logit combi-

nation model. Figures 6 and 1 highlight that the fLTI
combination model has a higher accuracy and skill than

the initial probabilistic forecasts without impacting too

much of the sharpness.

For the results presented in this paper, the combi-

nation model fLTI has been trained on all point prob-

abilities regardless of their corresponding location.

Therefore the combination model cannot correct local

errors, which affect only a subset of locations. To assess

how well the combination model performs for single

stations, the considered forecast scores for each location

are shown in Figs. 8–10. Especially for the bias and the

Brier skill score local differences can be observed for the

combination model. However these differences seem to

occur already in the initial forecasts and are not intro-

duced by the combination model. In Fig. 10 the local

reliability of the combination model is much more ho-

mogeneous than for both initial forecasts.

In Fig. 11 the initial and combined point probabilities

are illustrated for one hour to showcase the seamless

transition between both initial forecasts.

d. Runtime of the fitted model

In addition to validation scores, the runtime of a

model is critical for operational use, especially if the

initial forecasts have a fast update cycle of a fewminutes

like RadVOR. To benchmark the runtime of the pro-

posed combination model fLTI, the model was run on an

Intel Core i7–860 (2.8GHz).

To combine 2210 hourly forecasts for approximately

1370 locations and 8 lead times, it took 41min and 11 s to

combine both considered forecasts, which corresponds

to 1.118 s per hourly forecast. This includes reading the

initial forecasts from a file, making a prediction for each

location, saving the new predictions to a file and up-

dating the model parameters with the new observations.

The transformation of the RadVOR forecasts has not

been considered in this evaluation, since the transfor-

mation is independent of the combination itself and does

FIG. 9. Average Brier skill score for single locations for the lead times from 11 to 16 h. Locations with a Brier skill score above 0.7 are

shown in gray. Locations with a Brier skill score below 0 are shown in violet.
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not affect the runtime in the general use case of the

proposed model fLTI.

Note that the model only requires the most recent

information of the last hour to make the next prediction

and to update themodel parameters, which results in the

short runtime and also in a low memory use.

6. Application to area probabilities for warning
events

In this section the wide applicability of the approach

proposed in this paper for the calibrated combina-

tion of probabilistic precipitation forecasts is dem-

onstrated. More precisely, we show that our approach

can also be used for the calibrated combination of so-

called area probabilities. Note that most NWPmodels

generate predictions for single points on a certain

grid. This is also the case for RadVOR and Ensemble-

MOS. In Kriesche et al. (2015), a stochastic geometry

model has been introduced, which calculates area

probabilities based on point probabilities. This model

was developed for the generation of weather warn-

ings. For instance, in order to predict the likelihood

of flooding, the probability of precipitation within

the catchment area of a river is of interest, without

knowing the exact location of the precipitation event.

Similarly, emergency forces might have an interest in

the area probability for critical weather events in their

area of responsibility.

In our case, area probabilities can be defined as the

probability of precipitation exceeding the threshold

0.1mm in at least one point within a certain fixed area

A. From this definition, it follows that area proba-

bilities of a given weather event are at least as large

as the probabilities for single points or arbitrary

subsets within A. Formally, the area probability p(A)

for the occurrence of precipitation anywhere inside

A has the following representation (see e.g., Hess

et al. 2018):

p(A)5 12 exp

�
2�

s2S
a(s)n

2
f[A4b(o, r)] \ V(s)g

�
,

(20)

where S is the set of points for which point probabil-

ities are given, V(s) is the Voronoi cell corresponding

to location s, a(s) is a model parameter representing

the number of precipitation cells per unit area in V(s).

Furthermore, n2[G 4 b(o, r)] is the area of the di-

lated set A 4 b(o, r) where A 4 b(o, r) denotes

the Minkowski sum of A and the disk b(o, r), which

is centered at the origin and has some radius r . 0

FIG. 10. Average reliability for single locations for the lead times from 11 to 16 h. Locations with a reliability above 0.05 are shown in

violet. Locations with a reliability below 0.001 are shown in gray.
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(Chiu et al. 2013). Note that the model parameters

r and a(s) for all s 2 S are estimated on the basis of

corresponding point probabilities. For further details,

we refer to Kriesche et al. (2015, 2017).

In principle, combined area probabilities can be

computed in two different ways. Namely, they can be

computed

1) based on already combined point probabilities

(method 1);

2) for point probabilities of each initial forecast and

then combined by the proposed combination model

fLTI (method 2).

In Fig. 12 the validation scores for area probabili-

ties based on RadVOR, Ensemble-MOS and their

combination are compared, where the area proba-

bilities for Ensemble-MOS and RadVOR show sim-

ilar behavior as the corresponding point probabilities

in Fig. 6. Based on these forecast scores, Fig. 12 shows

that method 2 leads to a much smaller bias and bet-

ter reliability than method 1, whereas the BSS does not

show any significant difference. Thus, when computing

calibrated area probabilities, method 2 described above

should be used.

7. Conclusions

The combination model presented in this paper

for combining probabilistic forecasts demonstrates

significant improvements in forecast accuracy, skill

and consistency with respect to all considered fore-

cast scores. The forecast scores show even a large

improvement for lead timeswhere currently noRadVOR

forecasts are available. Both the conversion of deter-

ministic RadVOR predictions to probabilistic fore-

casts and the fitting of the proposed combination

model are computationally rather cheap and, there-

fore, they allow for a seamless update of Ensemble-

MOS forecasts.

Furthermore, the method has been applied to the

combination of area probabilities, which can be used for

warning events. The computation of area probabilities is

based on a stochastic geometry model using point

probabilities. The proposed method has been used to

FIG. 11. A case study for the combination of point probabilities for a single hour (from 1000 to 1100 UTC 14 Jul 2016) for the lead times

from 16 down to 11 h.
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highlight that area probabilities should be computed

from the point probabilities first and then combinedwith

the combination model.

The combination model has not been applied to

thresholds other than 0.1mm yet. It is likely that amodel

trained for some threshold would not yield satisfactory

results if it were applied to forecasts of another thresh-

old. Therefore it would be required to train a separate

model for each threshold and thus also increase the

amount of parameters used in total.

Note that combination models of the type considered

in this paper could also be constructed using artificial

neural networks (ANN). For such models, there is no

need to specify the explicit parametric form between the

underlying initial probabilistic forecasts and the event

that is being predicted. Thus, ANN models may allow

for more flexibility. Besides, it may also be possible to

train a general ANN for the combination of forecasts,

which can predict exceedance probabilities not only

for one threshold, but for several thresholds simulta-

neously. In this case, the consistency of the calibrated

probabilities has to be ensured [i.e., the probabilities

have to be smaller for increasing thresholds, see also

Ben Bouallègue (2013)].

The development of such ANN-based combina-

tion models for the prediction of several thresholds

or a probability distribution will be the subject of a

forthcoming paper.
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APPENDIX A

Calibration

Using the same notation as before in this paper,

let f(P) be the self-calibrated version of a probabilistic

forecast modelP. It can be easily seen that f(P) is calibrated

in the sense of Eq. (2). Namely it holds that

E[Yjf (P)]5E[YjE(YjP)]
5E(YjP)
5 f (P) .

This is a special case of the tower property of con-

ditional expectation, which says that the identity

E[XjE(XjH )]5E(XjH ), holds for any random variable

X and sub s-algebraH of F . Note that the latter identity

is sometimes called the Doob martingale property.

APPENDIX B

Sharpness

It turns out that f(P) has the maximum variance

compared to any other calibrated model g(P) that is a

function of P.

Indeed, let g: [0, 1] / [0, 1] be any deterministic

function such that g(P) is a well-defined random vari-

able, which is calibrated, that is, E[Yjg(P)]5 g(P). For

brevity, we thereafter write f instead of f(P), and g in-

stead of g(P). First, notice that

Var(f )5E( f 2)2 q2 ,

Var(g)5E(g2)2 q2 ,

FIG. 12. Forecast scores for area probabilities based on RadVOR, Ensemble-MOS, and their combination. In case of method 1, the

point probabilities given by RadVOR and Ensemble-MOS, respectively, are first combined and then converted into area probabilities. In

case of method 2, both sets of point probabilities are first converted into area probabilities and then combined. The x axis represents the

lead times of the forecasts, and the y axis represents the score values.
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where q5E(Y). Then, it follows that

Var(f )2Var(g)5E(f 2)2E(g2) .

To show that E(f 2)2E(g2)$ 0, it suffices to observe that

E[(Y2 g)2]$E[(Y2 f )2]

as f 5E(YjP) is the orthogonal projection of Y on the

L2-space of square-integrable random variables. Besides,

E[(Y2 f )2]5E(Y2)2 2E(Yf )1E(f 2)

5 q2 2E[E(Yf jP)]1E(f 2)

5 q2E( f 2) .

Note that the latter equality is straightforward because

E[E(Yf jP)]5E[fE(YjP)]5E(f 2) as f(P) is s(P) mea-

surable. With the same type of argument, one can show

that E[(Y2 g)2]5 q2E(g2). This gives that

q2E(g2)$ q2E(f 2)

and, thus, that E( f 2)$E(g2).

APPENDIX C

Limitation of fLT

In this section a limitation of the combination model

fLT is shown, which can be resolved with additional co-

efficients that may be provided (e.g., by the interaction

terms in the combination model fLTI). Consider the

model fLT with two initial forecasts P1 and P2:

f
LT
(P
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)5s
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�
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ij
f
j
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i
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#
.

The triangular functions fj reach their maximum at j/m

with fj( j/m) 5 1 for each j 2 {0, . . . , m}. For the case

whereP1 andP2 take values in {0, 1/m, . . . , (m2 1)/m, 1}

all triangular functions are zero, except for the two

triangular functions, which take their maximum at

( j1/m) 5 P1 and (j2/m) 5 P2. It then holds that
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Now consider four points (P0
1, P

0
2), (P

00
1, P

0
2), (P

0
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00
2),

(P0
1,P

00
2)withP

0
1,P

00
1,P

0
2,P

00
2 2 f0, 1/m, . . . , (m2 1)/m, 1g,

which form a rectangle similar to the crossing points of

the four triangular functions in Fig. 3. For each of the

four points, fLT can be reduced as in Eq. (C1):
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These equations can be transformed into

s21[f
LT
(P0

1,P
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2Þ]5 b
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,
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Moreover, they can be written as a system of linear

equations:2
66664
1 0 1 0 s21[f

LT
(P0

1,P
0
2)]

0 1 1 0 s21[f
LT
(P0

2,P
0
2)]

1 0 0 1 s21[f
LT
(P0

1,P
00
2)]

0 1 0 1 s21[f
LT
(P00

1,P
00
2)]

3
77775.

Since the matrix is singular, it follows that in general

there is no set of coefficients that would solve the system

of linear equations and therefore the model fLT cannot

satisfy the equations for all four points and will have to

pick an approximate solution.
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